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Gun Violence as a Public Health Issue



For the week of July 3, 2016

Guests: Dr. Steven Miles, Professor of Medicine and Bioethics and the Maas Family Endowed Chair in Bioethics at the 
University of Minnesota Medical School
To reduce death and injury from car accidents, cars now include seatbelts, collapsible steering wheels and airbags. “These are 
public health interventions to public health problems,” says Dr. Miles, and, he believes, a similar public health approach should 
be applied to gun violence.
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Part 1 Of the approximately 35,000 deaths from guns each year in the United States, 2/3 are suicide and the risk of suicide is 
dramatically increased in households with guns. “Were we to have a fair discussion of suicide as part of the total public health 
picture of gun deaths,” Dr. Miles says, “then we could see our way more clearly—I believe—to understanding the role of the 
prevalence and easy-access to guns as part of the overall picture of gun death and injury in our society.”
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Part 2 The NRA has successfully lobbied congress to stop much of the research on gun violence in the US. Without research 
from the Center for Disease Control, the National Institutes for Health or the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the gun 
control debate is framed by myths and spin, says Dr. Miles. “Society’s interests are never served by trying to make wise policy in 
the context of ignorance.”

6 July 2016
Consequences of the Brexit Vote
For the week of July 10, 2016
The Brexit, the decision of United Kingdom voters to leave the European Union, sent global markets into a tailspin and led to 
Prime Minister David Cameron’s announcement that he will step down in October. We discuss the implications of the Brexit vote 
and why voters wanted to leave.

Guest: Mary Curtin, Diplomat-In-Residence at the Humphrey School of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota
• Part 1 – 14:33
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Part 1 Nationalism and anti-immigration sentiment prompted many in the UK, especially England, to vote to leave the EU. 
While London is a global financial center, many UK citizens feel the rise of globalization has not been a benefit to them. But 
despite the problems and disagreements that have caused dissatisfaction of the EU, Curtin says it is important to remember the 
purpose and vision that created the union after World War II. “The contribution of the EU has been enormous,” she says, “not 
just to the financial and economic wellbeing but also to the political wellbeing and stability of Europe.”

• Part 2 – 12:02
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Part 2 What happens now? Curtin discusses what the negotiation process with the EU might look like and other possible 
consequences of the Brexit including weakening the NATO alliance and causing other countries to exit the EU.

13 July 2016
Farewell to the Centennial Showboat
For the week of July 17, 2016
The final performance of the Minnesota Centennial Showboat honors the boat’s inaugural season of 1958 with an encore of 
Augustin Daly’s play “Under the Gaslight.” Catch the farewell season of the Showboat now through August 27.

Guest: Mathew J. LeFebvre, costume designer and Professor in the Department of Theatre Arts & Dance, University of 
Minnesota

• Part 1 – 14:19
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Part 1 Incorporating audience interaction, melodrama and vaudeville skits, the Centennial Showboat offered a unique theater 
experience in the Twin Cities. “It’s really charming, it’s just a really wonderful experience,” says LeFebvre.

• Part 2 – 12:16
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Part 2 For students, the Showboat provided a professional experience with 60 performances a summer and it was a chance for 
actors to hone their comedic skills.

Tickets and information for “Under the Gaslight” can be found at: theatre.umn.edu/showboat 
20 July 2016
Racial Bias in Policing
For the week of July 24, 2016
After police shot and killed Philando Castile in Falcon Heights, Governor Dayton said Castile’s traffic stop would likely not have 
resulted in death if he had been white. Records show Castile had been previously pulled over by police over 50 times, a number 
that, to many Minnesotans, proves the prevalence of racial profiling by police. This week, a look at the realities of racial bias in 
policing, both nationwide and in Minnesota, and, how communities and the police can begin to rebuild strained relationships.

Guest: Michelle Phelps, Assistant Professor in the Department of Sociology at the University of Minnesota and Faculty Affiliate 
at the Law School’s Robina Institute and the Minnesota Population Center

• Part 1 – 12:20
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Part 1 Phelps sites studies that show African American drivers are three times more likely to be pulled over by police; Black men 
age 25 or younger have a 28% chance of being pulled over; and, police officers are more likely to rough-up Black suspects. 
“Together that creates this pattern of bias,” Phelps says, “that creates differential outcomes for black and white Americans and 
deferential attitudes towards the police.” Bias exists on an individual level, both in police officers and in all of us, Phelps says, 
but also on a structural level. Inequality in neighborhoods, education and income also contribute to implicit bias.

• Part 2 – 14:16
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Part 2 How do we reduce racial bias and excessive use of force by police? Requiring police to wear body cameras and carry 
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liability insurance are two proposals in Minnesota. Placing greater accountability on police officers could have beneficial results; 
however, Phelps worries these are “technological solutions to fundamental divides between communities and police.”

27 July 2016
Campus Climate Initiative
For the week of July 31, 2016
With racial tensions in the US on the rise, how is the University of Minnesota addressing the issue on campus? Dr. Hylton 
discusses the unique challenges facing students of color on college campuses and how the U of M is working to make campus 
more welcoming and inclusive to students of all backgrounds and identities.

Guest: Dr. Lamar Hylton, Assistant Vice Provost for Student Affairs, University of Minnesota
• Part 1 – 13:23
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Part 1 As the U of M seeks to increase diversity on campus—in both student and teacher populations—support systems are 
important to keep minority and vulnerable students from falling through the cracks. As a graduate student at a predominately 
white university, Dr. Hylton remembers questioning, “whether or not this was actually for me, whether or not this was a place 
that I could thrive, that I could be successful, a place that would care about me, care about the issues and experiences that I bring 
to this campus.” Were it not for the support systems at the university, Dr. Hylton says he would have most likely left the school.

• Part 2 – 13:13
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Part 2 The police shootings in the Twin Cities of Jamar Clark and Philando Castile have rocked the university community and 
students have felt the rippling effects, Dr. Hylton says. He and other university leaders encourage students to start conversations, 
mobilize, or engage political leaders. “We really try to wrap our arms around and support students in whatever vein that they 
choose to exercise their passions around these issues,” he says.

For more information on Campus Climate visit: https://campus-climate.umn.edu/
3 August 2016
The Decline of Insect Pollinators
For the week of August 7, 2016
Drastic environmental changes and heavy use of insecticides and herbicides have contributed to the population decline of insect 
pollinators like bees and butterflies. Ecosystems rely heavily on beneficial insects and their decline has serious consequences on 
the environment and health of food sources. How is Minnesota combating the population decline of insect pollinators and how 
can individuals make their gardens and green spaces pollinator-friendly?
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Guest: Vera Krischik, Associate Professor in the Department of Entomology, University of Minnesota
• Part 1 – 12:38
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Part 1 Pollinating insects move pollen and create genetic diversity in seeds and seeds, which include fruits and nuts, are a main 
source of food for many animals. “When you start reducing pollinators,” Krischik says, “you start having an effect on the 
abundance of food.” What has caused the population decline? Habitat loss, management practices and cultural issues, Krischik 
says, adding, “there is a lack of respect for bugs.”

• Part 2 – 13:54
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Part 2 Individual gardens and urban green spaces are increasingly important to sustain pollinating insect populations. “With the 
high pesticide use in agriculture, are our suburban and urban areas becoming the sinks for storing good bugs?” Krischik asks. 
“The data has been yes.”
More information on pollinator conservation and recourses for best gardening practices for beneficial insects:
Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation: http://www.xerces.org/pollinator-conservation/
University of Minnesota’s Extension:
http://www.extension.umn.edu/

10 August 2016
The Legacy of Wendell Anderson and the Minnesota Miracle
For the week of August 14, 2016
With the passing of former Minnesota Governor and US Senator Wendell Anderson, a look at his signature piece of legislation 
from 1971 called the “Minnesota Miracle” which led to Minnesota’s national reputation as a “state that works.” How did the 
fiscal policies of 1970s transform education in the state and what will be the legacy of Gov. Anderson and the “Minnesota 
Miracle”?

Guest: Tom Berg, Minneapolis attorney, former Minnesota state legislator from 1971-78, author of “Minnesota’s Miracle: 
Learning from the Government That Worked”

• Part 1 – 12:20
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Part 1 Hammered out in the longest special session in the state’s history, the “Minnesota Miracle” legislation required bipartisan 
compromise between the DFL governor and a conservative legislature. The resulting fiscal policy reformed education and evened 
disparities across the state. Wendell Anderson is most famous for his picture on the 1973 cover of Time Magazine titled “The 
Good Life in Minnesota.” The article credits much of Anderson’s work for the quality of life in the state at the time.

• Part 2 – 14:14
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Part 2 What happened to the “Minnesota Miracle”? Though Anderson was an extremely popular governor, a power-play for the 
US Senate was a political disaster. Voter-backlash in 1978 gave republicans control of the state, in what Berg calls the 
“Minnesota Massacre.” While revenue sharing between state and local governments remains a legacy of Anderson’s in 
Minnesota, the state is once again in need of reform in order to make this a place that works for everyone.

17 August 2016
The Great Minnesota Get-Together 2016
For the week of August 21, 2016
The Minnesota State Fair runs from August 25 through Labor Day. A preview of new foods, music, activities and discounts at the 
Great Minnesota Get-Together.

Guest: Brienna Schuette, Marketing & Communications Manager at the Minnesota State Fair
• Part 1 – 14:41
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Part 1 32 new foods will be added this year to a list of over 300 different foods. Schuette says the new foods “replicate, or are a 
microcosm of the larger food scene in Minneapolis-St. Paul.” Trends that popped up this year include bacon, macaroni and 
cheese, donuts and Spam. The fair is up to 80 foods that can be consumed “on-a-stick,” including the original stick food, the 
Pronto Pup which debuted at the fair in 1947. Some of the main musical attractions at the fair this year include, Dixie Chicks, 
Weezer, Bonnie Raitt, The Spinners and, making their nineteenth appearance at the fair, Alabama. .

• Part 2 – 11:55
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Part 2 Attendance records are on the rise over the past decade: The fair set its highest cumulative attendance record in 2014 and 
last year saw the largest attendance on Labor Day. While the attendance records have a lot to do with the weather, Schuette says 
an overall rise in the number of fair-goers can be attributed to the increase of park-and-rides and transit options and more 
convenient ways to get to the fair. Maps, schedules and more information on the Minnesota State Fair can be found 
at mnstatefair.org or calling 651-288-4400
The State Fair also has an app available for free on the iPhone App Store or Google Play.
Access Minnesota will be at the fair on Aug. 27 discussing the 2016 elections with University of Minnesota Political Science 
Professor Kathryn Pearson at 10 am and voter turnout with Minnesota Secretary of State Steve Simon at 10:30 am.

24 August 2016
Mental Health and the Supply Chain
For the week of August 28, 2016
A recent study conducted by the U of M underscores the difficulty in predicting the healthcare demand from patients who suffer 
from mental illness. This flaw in supply chain affects the access and affordability of treatment.

Guest: Kingshuk K Sinha, Department Chair and Professor in the Supply Chain and Operations Department at the Carlson 
School of Management, University of Minnesota

• Part 1 – 12:48
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Part 1 In the US, one in five adults will suffer from mental illness; yet, because of a persistent social stigma, the invisibility of 
mental illness can lead to difficulty forecasting the demands for mental healthcare.

• Part 2 – 13:48
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Part 2 What drives the demand for care? Sinha says he looks at the “Three As: Affordability, Accessibility and Awareness.” 
Franchises and the retail sector could be useful models of distribution and pricing for the healthcare supply chain; and, advancing 
technology, smartphone apps and social media have the potential to provide accessible healthcare and raise awareness of mental 
illness.

31 August 2016
Election Coverage 2016: Live from the State Fair
For the week of September 4, 2016
Recorded live at the Minnesota State Fair, Professor Kathryn Pearson answers questions on politics and the 2016 Presidential 
race.

Guest: Kathryn Pearson, Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Minnesota
• Part 1 – 13:33
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Part 1 Topics include: Trump and Clinton poll numbers, the Electoral College and the significance of Clinton’s nomination for 
women in politics.

• Part 2 – 12:58
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Part 2 Topics include: Clinton’s emails, swing states and third-party candidates.

7 September 2016
Voter Turnout 2016: Live from the State Fair
For the week of September 11, 2016
Recorded live at the Minnesota State Fair, Secretary of State Steve Simon helps Minnesotans prepare to vote in the 2016 election.

Guest: Steve Simon, Minnesota Secretary of State
• Part 1 – 14:23
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Part 1 Simon and the Secretary of State office want Minnesota to once again be the state with the highest voter turnout. After 
leading the nation for nine elections in a row, Minnesota fell to sixth place in 2014. This election, turnout among younger voters 
is a priority. Only 20% of 18-24-year-olds voted in 2014; through new high school and college initiatives, Simon hopes to 
increase that percentage.

• Part 2 – 12:12
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Part 2 It’s never been easier to vote in Minnesota, says Simon. Minnesota allows same-day registration and since 2014, no 
excuse is needed to vote by absentee ballot. Minnesotans can vote early for the general election starting Friday, September 23.
For more information on voting in Minnesota or to register to vote visit: mnvotes.org

14 September 2016
Police and Community Relations
For the week of September 18, 2016
Police and community relations in the US are strained, especially between law enforcement and the Black community. After the 
recent high-profile shootings of unarmed Black men as well as the killing of five Dallas police officers in July, how can trust be 
restored? Barry Shaul discusses how better police training can help solve police-community relations. But can these necessary 
trainings be adequately funded?

Guest: Barry Shaul, President, Minnesota Chiefs of Police Foundation
• Part 1 – 13:37
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Part 1 “The misconception that a lot of communities have about the police is that the police don’t care,” says Shaul; he sees most 
officers, himself included, get involved in law enforcement to help the community. This year, The Minnesota Chiefs of Police 
Foundation gathered over 400 law enforcement officials for a training session on implicit bias—an example, Shaul says of 
officers not only caring about the community but showing a willingness to change.
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• Part 2 – 12:59
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Part 2 The MCPF’s training addresses President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing and trains law enforcement 
officers from all levels of their careers, whether a chief of police, midline officer or street cop. While law enforcement is funded 
by the government, Shaul says the MCPF exists because the funds are not enough. Still, he worries about consequences of police 
departments relying on funds from crowdsourcing and whether private and corporate donations can provide enough funds to 
cover necessary training.

21 September 2016
The Women and Money Project
For the week of September 25, 2016
How does money impact women’s lives and how does the financial system contribute to gender inequalities on a local and 
international scale? The Minnesota Women’s Caucus for Art and Katherine E. Nash Gallery at the University of Minnesota 
present The Women and Money Project, a gallery exhibit that examines the complicated relationships women have with money.

The Women and Money Project is on display at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery on the West Bank of the University of 
Minnesota campus, now through December 10.
Guests: Ellen Schillace, Curator, Women and Money Project; Karen Wilcox, Project Coordinator, Women and Money Project

Artist: Rachel Breen

Artist: Kate Durbin
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Artist: Karen Wilcox

 

• Part 1 – 12:18
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Part 1 The Women and Money Project explores personal and global conversations on money through a variety of mediums. 
Some of the pieces include, a quilt of money, money sewed together, a video installation that asks “What have you done for 
money?” and Wilcox’s piece “Penitence” that tells the story of a battered woman washing her words out of laundry.

• Part 2 – 13:50
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Part 2 As part of the exhibit, Shillace put together a video asking women: What is money? What does it mean to you? Is it fair? 
Does it work for you? Is there another way?
The Women and Money project extends beyond the gallery with artist discussions, performances and panels. Up-coming events 
include:
“The Black Saints Chronicles” – 10/07/16, 6:00-7:00pm, Reception 7:00-8:30pm. Artist Tiffany Keri presents an interfusion of 
sound, puppetry, imagery and performance.
“The Color of Wealth” – 10/08/16, 9:30am coffee and sign in, 12:00pm book signing. A symposium discussing the racial 
wealth divide in the US and key economic issues facing women of color. Dr. Rose Brewer is the moderator and panelists include 
Tiffany Keri, Brittany Lewis and Kenya McKnight. Storytelling by Rose McGee and performance by Mari Harris.
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Both events are held in the InFlux Space, Regis Center for Art, 405-21st Ave. S., Minneapolis

For a complete list of events and more information on the Women and Money Project go to: thewomenandmoneyproject.org

http://thewomenandmoneyproject.org/

